After an academic career extending over four decades, Eric Pawson retired in April 2017 as New Zealand’s pre-eminent historical geographer, as a leading light among the country’s environmental historians, and as a scholar with international recognition in both fields. Recognising these achievements with this special issue of the International Review of Environmental History is entirely appropriate. But limiting my appreciation to these contributions—as the editor’s invitation and space allocation compel me to do—is to annotate only a part of Eric’s intellectual influence and to risk diminishing a diverse career well spent. The tight focus of what follows should not obscure Eric’s significant roles as an intellectual leader among New Zealand geographers, as an important participant in the day-to-day workings of his own university, and above all as an award-winning teacher and frequent contributor to the scholarship of teaching and learning.¹

Eric Pawson came to the University of Canterbury in February 1976. Twenty-four years old, he had recently completed an Oxford DPhil thesis on the turnpike roads of eighteenth-century England. It would soon be published as Transport and Economy (T&E). In Christchurch he joined Peter Perry, another English-trained historical geographer (from the ‘other place’), a specialist on English agriculture, whose A Geography of Nineteenth-Century Britain had just appeared.² Following his colleague’s lead, Pawson began his New Zealand years looking homeward, and wrote, in longhand and astonishingly quickly, a short book on Britain in the

¹ Brief accounts of these dimensions of Eric Pawson’s career can be found in: ‘Distinguished New Zealand Geographer Award 2007’, www.nzgs.co.nz/images/stories/nzgs/pdfs/nzgs-citations/ericpawson.pdf and ‘Dr Eric Pawson—Tertiary Teaching Excellence Teaching Profile’, akoaotearoa.ac.nz/community/ako-aotearoa-academy-tertiary-teaching-excellence/resources/pages/dr-eric-pawson-tertiary-. The citation accompanying the New Zealand Geographical Society Distinguished Service Award to Eric Pawson in 2010 reads, in part: ‘Professor Pawson received the Award for his role as Managing Editor of the New Zealand Geographer, his pre-eminence as a geographical educator and his organisational capabilities, for which New Zealand geography has been a primary beneficiary.’

eighteenth century with a 1978 copyright date. Both T&E and The Early Industrial Revolution (EIR) were avowed historical geographies, and products of their times—as well as of the boldness of able youth.3

Long neglected, turnpikes became a focus of revisionist interest in the 1970s as Eric and others challenged the oft-repeated disparagement of English roads by dyspeptic eighteenth-century travellers, and the later critical assessment of turnpike trusts by Sidney and Beatrice Webb. Although he drew much evidence from parliamentary records and manuscript sources in county record offices, Pawson sought to address general themes—innovation, diffusion, connectivity and patterns of economic activity—rather than to depict local circumstances. The explicitly methodological preface to T&E declared Pawson’s interest in macrolevel problems rather than sources. Taking leads from ‘new’ scientific and analytical geography and the ‘new economic history’, T&E pursued a theoretical deductive approach; it would, vowed its author, stand apart from so many of its locally focused predecessors that were ‘at best of interest to the worthies of Draynflete, at worst to no one’, and be of value to ‘the rest of the historical fraternity’, as well as geographers.4 A few years later, these efforts were pressed further in an article that generalised the turnpike work and used the dynamic model developed in T&E to portray transport developments as deep-seated structural events integral to processes of economic change.5

EIR aimed to provide students in historical geography with some of the ‘more illuminating and worthwhile [recent] findings’, about economic and geographical change during the formative century of Britain’s industrialisation.6 Intended to be broadly accessible, the book was clearly written and fairly orthodox in its organisation. After a brief introduction to the industrial revolution, eight chapters dealt with such topics as population growth, agricultural expansion, basic industries, internal trade and communication, and urban change. Attention to spatial patterns signified the book’s geographical pedigree, although it rested heavily on the work of economic
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historians. One of them commended the book's arresting detail and its author's predisposition to take a microview, but (perhaps reflecting its intended audience), he found *EIR* 'descriptive and visual rather than analytical and conceptual'.

Half a world removed from Oxford, Eric largely abandoned work on the country of his birth after the publication of *EIR*, although Peter Perry's long-standing and continuing commitment to things British demonstrated the feasibility of staying this course. International relocations pose challenges aplenty, but those entailed in developing historical research expertise in a radically different setting are at least their equal. Still, Eric decided that making a life in a new land meant making that place the focus of his work. It took time to gain traction in this direction, and in the end Eric's New Zealand research trajectory came to resemble the complex braided rivers of the Canterbury Plains rather than the confined and steady streams of the temperate English countryside.

Bursting forth in sudden spates of publication, carving new channels, and responding to shifting local circumstances, Pawson's oeuvre is almost impossible to summarise succinctly. Its emphases shifted over time and were never tightly constrained. In very broad terms, historical geographical contributions were predominant through the 1990s, when they ceded ground, gradually, to work more accurately characterised as environmental history, and a string of publications on teaching and learning. But such classifications are more procrustean than most, even if one adds such portmanteau categories as 'current' and 'other' to accommodate a score and more of otherwise-difficult-to-place articles. Shifts were neither complete nor dramatic. The border between Eric's historical-geographical and environmental-historical contributions was permeable to the point of erasure in the years after 2000, and there was a deal of cross-pollination among the various strands of his scholarly writing. Eric's early established commitment to exploring significant problems is threaded through much of his work, early and late. So too is his inclination to connect his inquiries to current methodologies and debates. Nor did he shy away
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from questions of social relevance. And the earthquakes that shook Canterbury in 2010 and 2011 perhaps inevitably reoriented Eric’s teaching and broader societal concerns towards questions of resilience and community engagement.

An important early strand of Pawson’s Antipodean work, rooted in his doctoral interests, focused on information circulation and time standardisation in New Zealand. The first fruits of this appeared in 1982, in a groundbreaking article co-authored with Neil Quigley, who completed an important MA thesis under Eric’s supervision in 1980. Combining detailed archival work in local sources with a firm grasp of the relevant international literature, the article illuminated the impact of the telegraph on the development of Canterbury, systemised and generalised its findings in a schematic model of ‘information circulation and urban growth’, and extended and clarified James Vance’s influential account of the development of colonial urban networks. A decade later, two articles on local and standard time and time–space convergence in New Zealand further developed this line of inquiry, demonstrating how a ‘new information technology’, the telegraph, affected ‘the conduct of government, business and the press’. In the 1980s, Pawson also developed a familiarity with, a fascination for, and a fast-increasing grasp of the intricacies of, the landscapes of Canterbury and the rest of the country. This mirrored a time-honoured interest of New Zealand historical geographers. Since the 1940s, Kenneth Cumberland, A. H. Clark, and Murray McCaskill, all sometime members of the Canterbury department, as well as Ray Hargreaves at Otago, had written extensively on the creation of New Zealand’s human landscapes, and the landscape-scale work of geomorphologists such as Charles Cotton (in Wellington)
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and Bill Brockie (in Dunedin) both enticed and assisted such inquiries. Those lucky enough to have travelled through parts of New Zealand with Eric (in ones or twos, or in larger groups on the meticulously planned field trips that he is so adept at organising) have been the most direct beneficiaries of his astute interpretative eye and an increasingly compendious knowledge of the New Zealand scene.

In the end, though, Eric published less than he knew on the historical geography of landscape change in New Zealand. As the country was radically remade, after 1984, by government policies that hastened economic deregulation and privatisation, Eric was drawn into a major collaborative effort—an authoritative and comprehensive review of the effects of the restructuring—involving 50 colleagues. As one of three editors of Changing Places, published in 1992, he demonstrated his impressive capacity to bring major joint projects to insightful and coherent conclusion. For all the attention turned to contemporary challenges, however, these years formed a robust foundation for Eric’s subsequent contributions to the New Zealand Historical Atlas (NZHA) project and the emergence of environmental history as a vigorous and respected subfield of New Zealand scholarship.

Appointed to chair the advisory board of the NZHA, Eric was, for seven years, an influential hand on the helm of this great national project that included 100 large-format, full-colour plates embracing a range of cartographic expression to create maps ‘about people for people’. In addition to offering intellectual leadership and an inclusive vision for the atlas, Eric served as a contributing editor and authored four plates, elaborating and giving impressive cartographic expression to his earlier work.


work with Quigley in ‘Space Transformed’; detailing coal mining on the west coast of the South Island; exploring urban form in Christchurch; and treating fire, flood, and earthquake hazards between the wars.20 Credit for the finished atlas, described as an ‘authoritative, wide-ranging, beautiful, exciting and accessible gateway to New Zealand’, is due many individuals, but Eric’s people—and project—management skills were integral to the work’s spectacular completion. From the labours of the atlas, Eric moved into a sustained and productive collaboration with Tom Brooking that put New Zealand environmental history on the international map, and about which Brooking says more in this issue. The rigorously conceived and tightly edited Environmental Histories of New Zealand appeared in 2002. Bringing together 21 contributors from agricultural science, anthropology, archaeology, ecology, geography, history, and law, it was, in the words of one newspaper reviewer, sufficiently accessible to be welcomed by ‘farmers, environmentalists, and government personnel at local, regional and national levels’, and would help, in her view, to ‘counteract the “amnesia” we have about the environmental changes we have effected’. The ‘sweep … curiosity and … ambition’ of this volume, observed the American environmental historian Richard White in a preface, is unmatched ‘for any other country in the world’.21 A decade later, Environmental Histories formed the basis of Making a New Land, a thoroughly revised and updated collection incorporating a great deal of new research and bringing postcolonial perspectives to bear on the story of New Zealand.22

Much of the new scholarship incorporated in Making a New Land emerged from another exemplary Brooking–Pawson collaboration: the ‘Empires of Grass’ project supported by the Marsden Fund, which yielded Seeds of Empire in 2011.23 This book, a team project involving young scholars alongside more established practitioners, traces the pastoral transformation of New Zealand and explores the implications of farm intensification in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Among recurrent themes in this account of the struggles and pitfalls of colonial development are: the intersections of politics, imperialism, and the environment; the mobility of ideas about farming; the increasing influence of scientific expertise in shaping the land; and the biotic flows (of everything from guano to grass seed) that gave

20 Plates 52, 63, 95 (with Russell Kirkpatrick) and 87 in McKinnon, ed., Bateman New Zealand Historical Atlas.
material form to the landscape. In the end, *Seeds* is a detailed, quietly revisionist, work demonstrating that there was nothing inevitable about New Zealand’s transformation into a grassland/grazing empire and leaving no doubt that the choice exacted an environmental price.

In the conclusion to *Making a New Land*, Eric makes an argument for the importance of geographical and other disciplinary perspectives to the development of an environmental history that is more than ‘history with nature added in’, and points to the importance of developing a field that is broadly relevant. Environmental history, he insists, needs ‘to develop an edge … [and] frame its stories in ways that engage not only those interested in the past, but also those whose role it is to analyse and to manage environmental behaviour now and in the future’.25

With these thoughts in mind, let me draw this too-brief vignette to a somewhat personal, somewhat metaphorical conclusion. One strand of Eric’s work has explored the meanings given to mountains.26 These contributions, and others on the environmental history of New Zealand, chart a remarkable journey from the analytical and scientific geography that inspired his first work. Such analyses typically tended to treat the face of the earth as a featureless plain, as space rather than as a complex of places shaped by nature and human hands and invested with human meaning. Looking back over 40 years, it is clear that Eric himself has made meaning, and greatly enhanced understanding, of the plains and cities and towns, the landscapes, and the people, as well as the mountains of his adopted home.

Over the years I have talked, tripped, tramped, and travelled—using various forms of transport (mostly economical)—with Eric. One of the most well-beloved of such journeys was in the Netherlands, when he, Tom Brooking, Vaughan Wood, my wife Barbara, and I made a side trip from the European Society for Environmental History meetings of 2007, to visit the Hortus Botanicus in Leiden, one of the oldest botanic gardens in the world. There are photographs of the occasion—only one
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25 Pawson and Brooking, eds., *Making a New Land*.

of which I am bold enough to reproduce here. It speaks volumes. This trip, like so many others with Eric, was full of environmental–historical–geographical talk and insight, but it was also, as usual, fun. It was Eric who suggested that we hire a boat and row the ancient canals. And here he is, doing just that while providing an allegorical summary of his career. He is, of course, looking backward, at where we have been—as rowers and historians must—but he is also moving forward purposefully, powered—I like to think—by the twin oars of historical geography and environmental history, to engage what lies ahead.

Figure 1: Eric Pawson rowing Leiden’s canals, 2007.
Source: Graeme Wynn.